ACROSS

1. antonym for opinion
2. where you might go with a tent
3. one of the four seasons
4. a new idea or creation
5. contraction for cannot
6. goes around and around
7. day before Monday
8. Use a rod and reel when you go ___.
9. unscramble the letters: slee
10. small, furry, wild animal
11. lets go of something
12. these have fingers
13. starts with w and rhymes with fell
14. Seven __ eight equals fifteen.
15. turning, folding, or twisting
16. a baby cat
17. Your brain does this.
18. plants that make up a lawn
19. I am __ up from bed.
20. Tomorrow, I __ go to the store.

DOWN

1. 2
2. Camping
3. Else
4. Fishing
5. Hands
6. Invention
7. Kittens
8. Fishing
9. Fact
10. Grass
11. Getting
12. Will
13. Plus
14. Uso
15. Thinking
16. Bend
17. Apple
Crossword Puzzle

Word Bank

bending  fox    smell
 camping  getting  spins
 can’t  grass    summer
 drops  hands    think
 else  invention  well
 fact  kitten    will
 fishing  plus

ANSWER KEY

F A C
A MM E RUS
P I N S
U N D R O
X F P S
H I K T T E N
A H N I G R A S S
D I F A Y
P S M E S L E N
N T I O N I H N T T L L W N G L L W B K V N A C ’ T
I L L U S N G N
T I L LW N G E GNIDNE L L L W B K V N A C ’ T
I L L U S N G N
T I L LW N G E GNIDNE
ACROSS
1. antonym for opinion
3. one of the four seasons
5. contraction for cannot
6. goes around and around
9. unscramble the letters: slee
11. lets go of something
14. Seven __ eight equals fifteen.
15. turning, folding, or twisting
17. a baby cat
18. Your brain does this.
19. plants that make up a lawn
20. Tomorrow, I __ go to the store.

DOWN
2. where you might go with a tent
4. a new idea or creation
6. you do this with your nose
7. day before Monday
8. Use a rod and reel when you go ___.
10. small, furry, wild animal
12. these have fingers
13. starts with w and rhymes with fell
16. I am __ up from bed.